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This exhibition, also called "The
Door", presents a cut of the
production of Daniel Azulay in the
last 15 years, and also new works, in
a ensemble composed by painting,
3D objects, giclées fine art and
reproductions of the album
Jerusalem. It also shows his artistic
chronology, gathering the sum of his
facets in diverse moments of the
carrier.

“Profile”: Acr. on Canvas
120 x 80cm 2005

“Agree with Green”: Vinyls on Canvas 87x108cm 2017

Daniel Azulay and his “Door” (2006)

“Profile on Comics”:
Acr. on Canvas 123 x 70cm
2005

“Profile in B&W”: Vinyl
on Canvas 100 x 72cm 2017

The title "The Door" comes from the painting of 2.18x1.20m, 2006.
A semi-open door that leads to an intriguing landscape. And Daniel
concludes:

“"If the doors do not open, build one for yourself. For
me, it's the door of dreams, of opportunities."
Daniel Azulay went through the door. And his art, borders.
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Rodrigo Accioly - Curador
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Idol of the generations that grew up in the 1970s and 80s for his work two
decades hosting educational programs on TV for children, Daniel sought,
with exhibitions in countries where his name was not yet known, his claim
as a contemporary artist.

"Exhibiting in Europe was, for me, how to earn a
quality seal for my work. In Brazil, my image is very
much associated with my presence on TV and,
although my painting is praised, I wanted to feel the
repercussion only of my paintings. "
Although Daniel was an illustrator
since the beginning of his career drawing for newspapers such as O
Sol, Pasquim, Jornal dos Esportes,
Correio da Manhã and Jornal do
Brasil - his greatest dedication to
contemporary painting dates back
to the 90s, coinciding with the
conclusion of his work on TV. It
was the period when he also
started his art workshops (now a
successful franchise network) and,
in needy communities, the social
project "Growing with Art",
which helped more than 30,000
children to expand their creativity.
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“Mr.Big”:Acr. on Canvas, 123x70cm 2005

"The design, the fragmentation, and the playful give
the production of Daniel Azulay a contagious charm.
The eye seems to be in an authentic celebration,
in which the direction to take is unknown, for all
possibilities are presented as equally fascinating and
inquiring.”
Oscar d'Ambrosio - art critic

“Litle Horse”: Acrylic with canvas 100x100cm
2005

“Composition II”: Acrylic on
Canvas 96x100cm 2005

The work, which at first had a marked link with photography, was
gradually "flooded" by reminiscences of the artist's childhood and
youth. In his art it is possible to identify traces that send the viewer to
artists ranging from Magritte's surrealism through dripping and
Pollock's action painting to Op Art of Vasarely and to the Pop of Warhol
and Lichtenstein. Daniel, however, goes beyond these influences by
promoting 3D distortions of labels, tags and graphic elements for
unusual and abstract forms.
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Daniel Azulay: a multiple artist
and his creative “imageria”

The work of Daniel Azulay was gathered in a bilingual art book (English /
Portuguese), "The Door". In addition to
his paintings, important cartoons such
as those from the 1974 "Jerusalem Drawings of Humor" album, praised by
the poet Carlos Drummond de Andrade
in his chronicle in Jornal do Brasil.
Wrote the poet:

"I am already tempted to draw the
attention of Mr. Kissinger (then
Secretary of State of the United
States) to another Brazilian,
Daniel Azulay. If this young man
would be charged to collaborate
with him on the understanding
between Arabs and Jews, the
positive results would come more
quickly."

Drawing of the Jerusalem series, 1974

Daniel in Lisbon in 2009
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“Moved by alcohol in Ipanema”:
Signed work 85x120cm 2013

“Ulla de Arhüs”: Vinyl on Canvas
57x57cm 2011

Over the last few years, the interest in Brazilian art has been growing
in the world. Consequence of the talent of artists like Cildo Meirelles,
Vik Muniz, Ernesto Netto, Beatriz Milhazes and Adriana Varejão, just
citing some. Another artist, Daniel Azulay from Rio de Janeiro, has also
traveled an international track since 2007, which has already exhibited
in Sweden, Finland, Portugal, France and the United States, with the
consequent inclusion of his paintings in relevant European collections.
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